
PUBLIC SAFETY’S #1 CAMERA, NOW WITH REAL-TIME TECHNOLOGY
Clearer evidence | Real-time awareness | AI-powered workflows 

Axon Body 3 isn’t just a camera: it’s a rugged communications beacon front-and-center on every call. 

Featuring our new Axon Respond technology and an LTE connection that enables real-time features like live 

streaming, Body 3 empowers providers with more support in the moment. Coupled with enhanced low-light 

performance and reduced motion blur, that means clearer evidence in the now, more efficient AI-powered 

processes after the fact, and most importantly, safer communities in the long run.

WHAT IS AXON  RESPOND TECHNOLOGY?

Axon Respond is our latest game-changing technology that brings real-time situational awareness 

features such as live streaming and live locations to our connected devices. Already it’s transforming 

our latest body-worn camera, Axon Body 3, from a passive recording device to an essential 

communication tool. Respond helps provide remote support and real time awareness and response.

HIPAA AND HITECH

Axon has implemented safeguards to adequately protect Protected Health Information (PHI) that may 

be captured by Axon products and stored in Axon Evidence. Axon can enter into Business Associate 

Agreements with customers who are covered entities or business associates under HIPAA and expect 

PHI to be processed or stored within Axon Evidence.

AXON BODY 3

axon.com/body3



FEATURES AND BENEFITS

/ IMPROVED VIDEO QUALITY

With video recording, image quality is everything. Axon Body 3’s reduced motion blur and improved low-light 

performance enable you to better see the truth at any moment.

/ MULTI-MIC AUDIO

Featuring multiple microphones, wind noise reduction and other advancements, Axon Body 3 lets you play back 

crystal-clear audio for a better sense of what happened at the scene.

/ AUTOMATIC, HANDSFREE ACTIVATION*
Axon Body 3 can use Signal Technology to automatically start recording based on your policy and 

configuration, such as lightbar activation, patient cab doors opening, etc.

/ LIVE STREAMING*

Axon Body 3 can stream audio and video to Axon Evidence (Evidence.com), so safety providers, medical 

directors, and command staff can pull up a real-time view and act with greater awareness.

/ LIVE MAPS*
See providers’ locations when recording within Axon Evidence with GPS.

/ ON-DEVICE ENCRYPTION

Axon Body 3 features end-to-end encryption from capture to storage in Axon Evidence, supporting security 

needs and compliance needs.

/ FULL-SHIFT BATTERY

Axon Body 3 will last for 12 hours, so you can depend on it for your entire shift. You can even recharge it while 

the camera is on.

/ PRE-EVENT BUFFER

To help ensure key moments aren’t missed, Axon Body 3 supports up to a two minute pre-event buffer with 

configurable audio.

/ SLEEK & RUGGED DESIGN

The camera hardware strikes the perfect balance between a clean and super-strong design that can survive 

even the harshest conditions.

/ EXPANDING CAPABILITIES*

In the future, take advantage of new features like live evidence preview, “Find My Camera,” seamless post-event 

transcription & reporting, priority offload, and more. 

SPECIFICATIONS

VIDEO RESOLUTION: 1080, 720H, 720L, 480 

VIDEO FORMAT: MPEG-4

BATTERY LIFE: 12 hours

STORAGE: 64 GB

PRE-EVENT BUFFER: Configurable up to 

120 seconds

IP RATING: IP67

US MILITARY STANDARD: MIL-STD-810G 

DROP TEST: 6 feet

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -20 C to 50 C 

DISK ENCRYPTION: AES-XTS 128-bit

*Handsfree activation requires Axon Signal integration. Alerts, Live maps and Live streaming require Axon Respond purchase and activation. 
LTE is a registered trademark of Institut Européen des Normes; de Télécommunication.

,  AXON, Axon, Axon Body 3  are trademarks of Axon Enterprise, Inc., some of which are registered in the US and other countries. 
For more information, visit www.axon.com/legal. All rights reserved. © 2020 Axon Enterprise, Inc.
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